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Abstract— Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have
become very popular in recent years. GANs have proved to be
successful in different computer vision tasks including imagetranslation, image super-resolution etc. In this paper, we have
used GAN models for ship deck segmentation. We have used 2D
scanned raster images of ship decks provided by US Navy
Military Sealift Command (MSC) to extract necessary
information including ship walls, objects etc. Our segmentation
results will be helpful to get vector and 3D image of a ship that
can be later used for maintenance of the ship. We applied the
trained models to engineering documents provided by MSC and
obtained very promising results, demonstrating that GANs can
be potentially good candidates for this research area.

segmentation for ships, making our research for ship deck
segmentation challenging. Moreover, ships typically have
more complex structures than buildings. Therefore, the
architecture plans of the ships are far more complex than the
plans of buildings. When we want to clean a ship deck plan,
segmentation is a good candidate. Segmentation helps detect
and separate various objects in raster images. During the
cleansing step, we identify unnecessary objects from deck
plan and remove them. To achieve the objective, we applied
segmentation methods to ship deck plan images to segment
out main plans and eliminate unnecessary information in the
image. We trained GAN models with limited dataset for
segmentation.

Keywords—GAN, Pix2Pix GAN, ship deck segmentation,

Our work potentially can help proper maintenance of ships
and prolong their life cycle. With the clean deck plans, it is
possible to convert these traditional engineering documents to
vector images and generate 3D models for ships to build
digital twin. Digital twin will help improve maintenance
properly. During the earlier days, we used to have more crew
members than today for ship maintenance. At present, it is
more challenging to perform maintenance of ship with the
limited number of crew members. Moreover, this will also
provide safer working environment for the crew members.
Our research will greatly contribute to this area to ensure
safety and proper operation of ships operating today. Our
contributions are:

I. INTRODUCTION
3D view of a ship is very important for proper maintenance
of the ship. If 3D information of a ship is available, then we
can easily monitor the condition of the ship and plan the
maintenance accordingly. It will increase the life cycle of a
ship. The current main challenge is that for most of the ship
built decades ago, MSC only has 2D scanned images or
engineering documents of ship decks. Moreover, there is no
clean deck images related to the ship that can be used to train
machine learning models for deck segmentation. In this study,
we created our own dataset to tackle these challenges and
trained GAN models based with the dataset for ship deck
segmentation, which will be helpful for generating vector and
3D images for the ships in future.
Many researchers have performed semantic segmentation
for building floor plans and many datasets are available for
performing research related to building floor segmentation.
[1-6]. However, there is not much work on semantic

1. We have evaluated the use of the generative adversarial
networks [7] for ship deck segmentation in traditional
engineering documents. We customized the Pix2pix GAN [8]
for our experiments.
2. We have created a dataset for ship deck segmentation task.
We have included 50 paired images in the dataset from the
AutoCAD platform [9] of ship deck plans.

Real/Fake

Input Image (x)

Generated Image G(x,z)

Ground Truth y

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the Pix2Pix GAN.
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Fig.2 Internal Architecture of generator G in Pix2Pix GAN model.
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Fig. 3 AutoCAD generated ground truth dataset used for training in our experiments.
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Fig. 4. MSC engineering documents as scanned images of ship deck plans.

II. RELATED WORKS
There is not much work related to ship deck segmentation
to the best of our knowledge. However, many work on
building floor plan segmentation had been conducted in
literature using different methods. For instance, a Fuzzy rulebased system was proposed in [1] for semantic segmentation
of building floor plan. In [2], researchers did line segment
vectorization to generate 3D models from 2D CAD drawings.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods were
also used for building floor plan segmentation as illustrated in
[3]. The authors used CNN to detect objects from floor plan,
and incorporated attention mechanism to perform room
boundary prediction and room type prediction simultaneously.
In [4], the authors used deep neural networks to extract room
structures information from floor plan and generated 3D
reconstruction. They also created a dataset for building floor
plan segmentation consisting of 7000 floor plans. Researchers
in [5] used floor plans and related photos to generate 3D mesh
models for buildings. They utilized graph convolutional
neural network for segmentation. Moreover, optical character
recognition (OCR) was used in this research area as well. In
[6], researchers used fully connected networks and OCR to
generate 3D models from 2D building floor plans. Authors in
[10] proposed MapSegNet to segment an indoor map into
smaller units including rooms, furniture, corridors etc. They
showed that their model achieved better accuracy and lower
computation cost than other segmentation methods. In [11],
researchers proposed a deep multi-task neural network for
floor plan recognition. Using their method, they were able to
recognize diverse floor plan elements including walls, rooms,
types of rooms, windows etc. They included room-boundary-

guided attention mechanisms in their proposed model. In [12],
authors implemented a deep neural network to identify
junction points from a floor plan. After that, they used integer
programming for joining the junctions to generate the walls.
In [13], authors recognized walls and openings from the floor
plan using heuristics. Then they used the detected walls and
doors to generate 3D building models. Also, researchers
implemented an improved Hough Transform in [14] to detect
wall from floor plan. Their method was based on arc-shaped
door hypothesis.
III. METHODS
A. Proposed Model
We customized the Pix2Pix GAN [8] architecture for our
experiments. Pix2Pix GAN is a conditional GAN model
consists of a generator G and a discriminator D as shown in
Fig. 1. In the original paper, authors used “U-Net” [15] as
backbone in the architecture for the generator and
convolutional “PatchGAN” classifier for the discriminator. In
our experiments, we noticed that “U-Net” based generator did
not perform well. We then replaced it as the “ResNet” [16]
architecture for the generator, which was proposed in Cycle
GAN [17]. This is the modification that we have done in the
original Pix2pix GAN setting. Fig. 1 represents the overall
architecture of the Pix2Pix GAN. Fig. 2 shows the architecture
of the generator that was used in our model.
GAN can generate images from noise vectors. Let z be the
noise vector and y output image, we can express this mapping
as G: z → y [8]. On the other hand, Conditional GAN uses
input image x and noise vector z to perform the mapping from
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Fig. 5. Test results for ship deck plan segmentation on AutoCAD generated images.

noise z and image x to generate output image y. This mapping
can be represented as G: {x, z} → y. Pix2pix GAN is also a
conditional GAN model.
The overall objective of the Pix2PIX GAN [8] is given by
the following equation where λ is a hyperparameter:
,
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B. Data Collecdtion for Training
We collected two different datasets of ship deck plans for
our experiments. The first dataset had deck plans of ships from
AutoCAD software platform [9]. We manually load existing
ship floor plan PDF files with many unwanted texts and other
annotating drawings in the files into the AutoCAD platform
and generated 50 paired clean floor plans as ground truth in
which 42 of them were used for training and 8 of them for
testing. Fig. 3 shows some example ground truth pairs
generated by the AutoCAD platform.
The second dataset consists of MSC engineering
documents consisting of scanned images of ship deck plans
from traditional PDF files. These old drawings do not have
paired ground truth generated by the AutoCAD platform. Fig.
4 shows some samples of this dataset. For this dataset, we
manually cleaned the drawings and generated 5 pairs for
testing. It is worth noting that the second dataset is more
challenging lean than the first one. Moreover, texts and
symbols were consistent across all deck plans from AutoCAD
files. On the other hand, the MSC engineering documents
have variations in symbols and texts styles and it is
challenging to clean these images.

C. Training Details
We trained our model using 42 paired images collected
from the AutoCAD platform of ship deck plans. We trained
our model for 8000 epochs. During training, we randomly
cropped 256x256 patches from each image for training and for
each iteration we had new patch to train the model.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
After training our model, we tested our trained model on
both the AutoCAD generated deck plans images (dataset 1)
and the manually generated deck plan images (dataset 2). We
noticed that we can achieve good performances on images in
dataset 1 for segmentation. As the domains of the training and
testing images are similar and the results are expected and
reasonable. Fig. 5 shows example output results generated by
the trained model.
We also applied the trained model to dataset 2 without
fine-tuning the model, and results are shown in Fig. 6. It is
observed that the model could not perfectly remove texts and
labels from the images. The reason behind this result is that
there is a domain gap between the training images and testing
images for this case. To attack this challenge, we applied preprocessing steps on the testing images including histogram
matching and contrast enhancement. The pre-processing
steps try to minimize the domain gap between the training
images and testing images. After applying pre-processing, we
were able to achieve better results as shown in Fig. 7. We
have done quantitative comparison as shown in Table 1. We
have used three different evaluation matrices for the
comparison including dice similarity coefficient, BF score
[18], and intersection over union. We can see from the Table
that preprocessing had improved the results.
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Fig. 6. Test results of scanned ship floor plans (model trained with AutoCAD dataset)

TABLE I.

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF OUTPUTS FROM MSC

ENGINEERING DOCUMENT FOR SHIP DECK PLAN SEGMENTATION

Evaluation Matrix
Dice-Similarity
Coefficient
BF ( Boundary F1 )
Score
Intersection
over
union

Without
preprocessing

With
preprocessing

0.9821

0.9847

0.8235

0.9081

0.9648

0.9701

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that generative adversarial
networks can be a good candidate for ship deck plan
segmentation. We have performed segmentation on MSC
engineering documents to extract ship deck plan. Experiment
achieved promising results on testing data having similar
domain background as training data. However, the
performance degraded on data if there is a domain gap
between the testing data and the data used for training the
model. Our future work including collecting and manually

clean more data from the MSC engineering documents to
fine-tune the GAN model and improve the performance of the
GAN model on the MSC PDF data.
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